In the space below please sketch a basic diagram of your Building Network Operator (BNO) installation, showing all equipment between the Electricity North West cut out (marked in yellow) and any meter position. The minimum requirements will be a suitably rated TP&N isolation switch and fused distribution board controlling your electrical network.

(See the reverse of this sheet for an indicative layout of a typical BNO installation.)
INDICATIVE LAYOUT OF A TYPICAL BUILDING NETWORK OPERATOR (BNO) INSTALLATION

INSTALLATION RESPONSIBILITIES

- **ELECTRICITY NORTH WEST** contractor to fit incoming cable & MOD 16—special
- **CUSTOMER** to fit entry duct, BNO TP&N SW/F or isolator, MODE distribution board, 150mm trunking, Switch Fuses and 25mm tails to meter blocks for each customer
- **SUPPLIER** to fit meters